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Abstract
Current debugging and optimization methods scale
poorly to deal with the complexity of modern Internet
services, in which a single request triggers parallel execution of numerous heterogeneous software components
over a distributed set of computers. The Achilles’ heel
of current methods is the need for a complete and accurate model of the system under observation: producing
such a model is challenging because it requires either assimilating the collective knowledge of hundreds of programmers responsible for the individual components or
restricting the ways in which components interact.
Fortunately, the scale of modern Internet services offers a compensating benefit: the sheer volume of requests serviced means that, even at low sampling rates,
one can gather a tremendous amount of empirical performance observations and apply “big data” techniques to
analyze those observations. In this paper, we show how
one can automatically construct a model of request execution from pre-existing component logs by generating a
large number of potential hypotheses about program behavior and rejecting hypotheses contradicted by the empirical observations. We also show how one can validate
potential performance improvements without costly implementation effort by leveraging the variation in component behavior that arises naturally over large numbers of
requests to measure the impact of optimizing individual
components or changing scheduling behavior.
We validate our methodology by analyzing performance traces of over 1.3 million requests to Facebook
servers. We present a detailed study of the factors that affect the end-to-end latency of such requests. We also use
our methodology to suggest and validate a scheduling
optimization for improving Facebook request latency.

1

Introduction

There is a rich history of systems that understand,
optimize, and troubleshoot software performance, both
in practice and in the research literature. Yet, most of
these prior systems deal poorly with the complexities
that arise from modern Internet service infrastructure.
Complexity comes partially from scale; a single Web
request may trigger the execution of hundreds of executable components running in parallel on many different computers. Complexity also arises from heterogene-
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ity; executable components are often written in different languages, communicate through a wide variety of
channels, and run in execution environments that range
from third-party browsers to open-source middleware to
in-house, custom platforms.
In this paper, we develop performance analysis tools
for measuring and uncovering performance insights
about complex, heterogeneous distributed systems. We
apply these tools to the Facebook Web pipeline. Specifically, we measure end-to-end performance from the
point when a user initiates a page load in a client Web
browser, through server-side processing, network transmission, and JavaScript execution, to the point when the
client Web browser finishes rendering the page.
Fundamentally, analyzing the performance of concurrent systems requires a model of application behavior
that includes the causal relationships between components; e.g., happens-before ordering and mutual exclusion. While the techniques for performing such analysis (e.g., critical path analysis) are well-understood, prior
systems make assumptions about the ease of generating
the causal model that simply do not hold in many largescale, heterogeneous distributed systems such as the one
we study in this paper.
Many prior systems assume that one can generate
such a model by comprehensively instrumenting all middleware for communication, scheduling, and/or synchronization to record component interactions [1, 3, 13, 18,
22, 24, 28]. This is a reasonable assumption if the software architecture is homogeneous; for instance, Dapper [28] instruments a small set of middleware components that are widely used within Google.
However, many systems are like the Facebook systems we study; they grow organically over time in a
culture that favors innovation over standardization (e.g.,
“move fast and break things” is a well-known Facebook
slogan). There is broad diversity in programming languages, communication middleware, execution environments, and scheduling mechanisms. Adding instrumentation retroactively to such an infrastructure is a Herculean task. Further, the end-to-end pipeline includes
client software such as Web browsers, and adding detailed instrumentation to all such software is not feasible.
Other prior systems rely on a user-supplied schema
that expresses the causal model of application behav-
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ior [6, 31]. This approach runs afoul of the scale of modern Internet services. To obtain a detailed model of endto-end request processing, one must assemble the collective knowledge of hundreds of programmers responsible for the individual components that are involved in
request processing. Further, any such model soon grows
stale due to the constant evolution of the system under
observation, and so constant updating is required.
Consequently, we develop a technique that generates a
causal model of system behavior without the need to add
substantial new instrumentation or manually generate a
schema of application behavior. Instead, we generate the
model via large-scale reasoning over individual software
component logs. Our key observation is that the sheer
volume of requests handled by modern services allows us
to gather observations of the order in which messages are
logged over a tremendous number of requests. We can
then hypothesize and confirm relationships among those
messages. We demonstrate the efficacy of this technique
with an implementation that analyzes over 1.3 million
Facebook requests to generate a comprehensive model
of end-to-end request processing.
Logging is an almost-universally deployed tool for
analysis of production software. Indeed, although there
was no comprehensive tracing infrastructure at Facebook
prior to our work, almost all software components had
some individual tracing mechanism. By relying on only a
minimum common content for component log messages
(a request identifier, a host identifier, a host-local timestamp, and a unique event label), we unified the output
from diverse component logs into a unified tracing system called ÜberTrace.
ÜberTrace’s objective is to monitor end-to-end request latency, which we define to be the time that elapses
from the moment the user initiates a Facebook Web request to the moment when the resulting page finishes rendering. ÜberTrace monitors a diverse set of activities
that occur on the client, in the network and proxy layers,
and on servers in Facebook data centers. These activities
exhibit a high degree of concurrency.
To understand concurrent component interactions, we
construct a causality model from a large corpus of
ÜberTrace traces. We generate a cross-product of possible hypotheses for relationships among the individual
component events according to standard patterns (currently, happens-before, mutual exclusive, and first-infirst-out relationships). We assume that a relationship
holds until we observe an explicit contradiction. Our results show that this process requires traces of hundreds
of thousands of requests to converge on a model. However, for a service such as Facebook, it is trivial to gather
traces at this scale even at extremely low sampling frequencies. Further, the analysis scales well and runs as a
parallel Hadoop job.

Thus, our analysis framework, The Mystery Machine
derives its causal model solely from empirical observations that utilize only the existing heterogeneous component logs. The Mystery Machine uses this model to perform standard analyses, such as identifying critical paths,
slack analysis, and outlier detection.
In this paper, we also present a detailed case study
of performance optimization based on results from The
Mystery Machine. First, we note that whereas the average request workload shows a balance between client,
server, and network time on the critical path, there is
wide variance in this balance across individual requests.
In particular, we demonstrate that Facebook servers have
considerable slack when processing some requests, but
they have almost no slack for other requests. This observation suggests that end-to-end latency would be improved by having servers produce elements of the response as they are needed, rather than trying to produce all elements as fast as possible. We conjecture that
this just-in-time approach to response generation will improve the end-to-end latency of requests with no slack
while not substantially degrading the latency of requests
that currently have considerable slack.
Implementing such an optimization is a formidable
task, requiring substantial programming effort. To help
justify this cost by partially validating our conjecture, we
use The Mystery Machine to perform a “what-if” analysis. We use the inherent variation in server processing
time that arises naturally over a large number of requests
to show that increasing server latency has little effect
on end-to-end latency when slack is high. Yet, increasing server latency has an almost linear effect on end-toend latency when slack is low. Further, we show that
slack can be predicted with reasonable accuracy. Thus,
the case study demonstrates two separate benefits of The
Mystery Machine: (1) it can identify opportunities for
performance improvement, and (2) it can provide preliminary evidence about the efficacy of hypothesized improvements prior to costly implementation.

2

Background

In the early days of the Web, a request could often be
modeled as a single logical thread of control in which a
client executed an RPC to a single Web server. Those
halcyon days are over.
At Facebook, the end-to-end path from button click to
final render spans a diverse set of systems. Many components of the request are under Facebook’s control, but
several components are not (e.g., the external network
and the client’s Web browser). Yet, users care little about
who is responsible for each component; they simply desire that their content loads with acceptable delay.
A request begins on a client with a user action to retrieve some piece of content (e.g., a news feed). After
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DNS resolution, the request is routed to an Edge Load
Balancer (ELB) [16]. ELBs are geo-distributed so as to
allow TCP sessions to be established closer to the user
and avoid excessive latency during TCP handshake and
SSL termination. ELBs also provide a point of indirection for better load balancing, acting as a proxy between
the user and data center.
Once a request is routed to a particular data center, a
Software Load Balancer routes it to one of many possible Web servers, each of which runs the HipHop Virtual
Machine runtime [35]. Request execution on the Web
server triggers many RPCs to caching layers that include
Memcache [20] and TAO [7]. Requests also occasionally
access databases.
RPC responses pass through the load-balancing layers on their way back to the client. On the client, the
exact order and manner of rendering a Web page are
dependent on the implementation details of the user’s
browser. However, in general, there will be a Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) download stage and a Document
Object Model rendering stage, followed by a JavaScript
execution stage.
As with all modern Internet services, to achieve latency objectives, the handling of an individual request
exhibits a high degree of concurrency. Tens to hundreds of individual components execute in parallel over
a distributed set of computers, including both server and
client machines. Such concurrency makes performance
analysis and debugging complex. Fortunately, standard
techniques such as critical path analysis and slack analysis can tame this complexity. However, all such analyses
need a model of the causal dependencies in the system
being analyzed. Our work fills this need.

3

ÜberTrace: End-to-end Request Tracing

As discussed in the prior section, request execution
at Facebook involves many software components. Prior
to our work, almost all of these components had logging
mechanisms used for debugging and optimizing the individual components. In fact, our results show that individual components are almost always well-optimized when
considered in isolation.
Yet, there existed no complete and detailed instrumentation for monitoring the end-to-end performance of
Facebook requests. Such end-to-end monitoring is vital
because individual components can be well-optimized in
isolation yet still miss opportunities to improve performance when components interact. Indeed, the opportunities for performance improvement we identify all involve
the interaction of multiple components.
Thus, the first step in our work was to unify the individual logging systems at Facebook into a single end-toend performance tracing tool, dubbed ÜberTrace. Our
basic approach is to define a minimal schema for the in-
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formation contained in a log message, and then map existing log messages to that schema.
ÜberTrace requires that log messages contain at least:
1. A unique request identifier.
2. The executing computer (e.g., the client or a particular server)
3. A timestamp that uses the local clock of the executing computer
4. An event name (e.g., “start of DOM rendering”).
5. A task name, where a task is defined to be a distributed thread of control.
ÜberTrace requires that each <event, task> tuple is
unique, which implies that there are no cycles that would
cause a tuple to appear multiple times. Although this
assumption is not valid for all execution environments, it
holds at Facebook given how requests are processed. We
believe that it is also a reasonable assumption for similar
Internet service pipelines.
Since all log timestamps are in relation to local clocks,
ÜberTrace translates them to estimated global clock values by compensating for clock skew. ÜberTrace looks
for the common RPC pattern of communication in which
the thread of control in an individual task passes from
one computer (called the client to simplify this explanation) to another, executes on the second computer (called
the server), and returns to the client. ÜberTrace calculates the server execution time by subtracting the latest
and earliest server timestamps (according to the server’s
local clock) nested within the client RPC. It then calculates the client-observed execution time by subtracting the client timestamps that immediately succeed and
precede the RPC. The difference between the client and
server intervals is the estimated network round-trip time
(RTT) between the client and server. By assuming that
request and response delays are symmetric, ÜberTrace
calculates clock skew such that, after clock-skew adjustment, the first server timestamp in the pattern is exactly
1/2 RTT after the previous client timestamp for the task.
The above methodology is subject to normal variation
in network performance. In addition, the imprecision
of using existing log messages rather than instrumenting communication points can add uncertainty. For instance, the first logged server message could occur only
after substantial server execution has already completed,
leading to an under-estimation of server processing time
and an over-estimation of RTT. ÜberTrace compensates
by calculating multiple estimates. Since there are many
request and response messages during the processing of
a higher-level request, it makes separate RTT and clock
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skew calculations for each pair in the cross-product of requests. It then uses the calculation that yields the lowest
observed RTT.
Timecard [23] used a similar approach to reconcile
timestamps and identified the need to account for the effects of TCP slow start. Our use of multiple RTT estimates accomplishes this. Some messages such as the initial request are a single packet and so are not affected by
slow start. Other messages such as the later responses occur after slow start has terminated. Pairing two such messages will therefore yield a lower RTT estimate. Since
we take the minimum of the observed RTTs and use its
corresponding skew estimate, we get an estimate that is
not perturbed by slow start.
Due to performance considerations, Facebook logging systems use statistical sampling to monitor only
a small percentage of requests. ÜberTrace must ensure that the individual logging systems choose the same
set of requests to monitor; otherwise the probability of
all logging systems independently choosing to monitor
the same request would be vanishingly small, making it
infeasible to build a detailed picture of end-to-end latency. Therefore, ÜberTrace propagates the decision
about whether or not to monitor a request from the initial
logging component that makes such a decision through
all logging systems along the path of the request, ensuring that the request is completely logged. The decision
to log a request is made when the request is received at
the Facebook Web server; the decision is included as part
of the per-request metadata that is read by all subsequent
components. ÜberTrace uses a global identifier to collect the individual log messages, extracts the data items
enumerated above, and stores each message as a record
in a relational database.
We made minimal changes to existing logging systems in order to map existing log messages to the
ÜberTrace schema. We modified log messages to use
the same global identifier, and we made the event or task
name more human-readable. We added no additional log
messages. Because we reused existing component logging and required only a minimal schema, these logging
changes required approximately one person-month of effort.

4

The Mystery Machine

The Mystery Machine uses the traces generated by
ÜberTrace to create a causal model of how software
components interact during the end-to-end processing of
a Facebook request. It then uses the causal model to perform several types of distributed systems performance
analysis: finding the critical path, quantifying slack for
segments not on the critical path, and identifying segments that are correlated with performance anomalies.
The Mystery Machine enables more targeted analysis by
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Figure 1: Causal Relationships. This figure depicts examples
of the three kinds of causal relationship we consider. Happensbefore relationships are when one segment (A) always finishes
in its entirety before another segment (B) begins. FIFO relationships exist when a sequence of segments each have a
happens-before relationship with another sequence in the same
order. A mutual exclusion relationship exists when two segments never overlap.

exporting its results through a relational database and
graphical query tools.
4.1

Causal Relationships Model

To generate a causal model, The Mystery Machine
first transforms each trace from a collection of logged
events to a collection of segments, which we define to be
the execution interval between two consecutive logged
events for the same task. A segment is labeled by the tuple <task, start event, end event>, and the segment duration is the time interval between the two events.
Next, The Mystery Machine identifies causal relationships. Currently, it looks for three types of relationships:
1. Happens-before (→) We say that segment A
happens-before segment B (A → B) if the start
event timestamp for B is greater than or equal to
the end event timestamp for A in all requests.
2. Mutual exclusion (∨) Segments A and B are mutually exclusive (A ∨ B) if their time intervals never
overlap.
3. Pipeline () Given two tasks, t1 and t2 , there exists a data dependency between pairs of segments
of the two tasks. Further, the segment that operates
on data element d1 precedes the segment that operates on data element d2 in task t1 if and only if the
segment that operates on d1 precedes the segment
that operates on d2 in task t2 for all such pairs of
segments. In other words, the segments preserve a
FIFO ordering in how data is produced by the first
task and consumed by the second task.
We summarize these relationships in Figure 1. For each
relationship we provide a valid example and at least one
counterexample that would contradict the hypothesis.
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Step 2: Calculate critical path of dependency graph through longest path analysis
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Figure 2: Dependency model generation and critical path calculation. This figure provides an example of discovering the true
dependency model through iterative refinement. We show only a few segments and relationships for the sake of simplicity. Without
any traces, the dependency model is a fully connected graph. By eliminating dependency edges invalidated by counterexamples,
we arrive at the true model. With a refined model, we can reprocess the same traces and derive the critical path for each.

We use techniques from the race detection literature to
map these static relationships to dynamic happens-before
relationships. Note that mutual exclusion is a static property; e.g., two components A and B that share a lock
are mutually exclusive. Dynamically, for a particular request, this relationship becomes a happens-before relationship: either A → B or B → A, depending on the order
of execution. Pipeline relationships are similar. Thus, for
any given request, all of these static relationships can be
expressed as dynamic causal relationships between pairs
of segments.
4.2

Algorithm

The Mystery Machine uses iterative refinement to infer causal relationships. It first generates all possible hypotheses for causal relationships among segments. Then,
it iterates through a corpus of traces and rejects a hypothesis if it finds a counterexample in any trace.
Step 1 of Figure 2 illustrates this process. We depict
the set of hypotheses as a graph where nodes are seg-
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ments (”S” nodes are server segments, ”N” nodes are
network segments and ”C” nodes are client segments)
and edges are hypothesized relationships. For the sake
of simplicity, we restrict this example to consider only
happens-before relationships; an arrow from A to B
shows a hypothesized “A happens before B” relationship.
The “No Traces” column shows that all possible relationships are initially hypothesized; this is a large number because the possible relationships scale quadratically
as the number of segments increases. Several hypotheses are eliminated by observed contradictions in the first
request. For example, since S2 happens after S1, the hypothesized relationship, S2 → S1, is removed. Further
traces must be processed to complete the model. For instance, the second request eliminates the hypothesized
relationship, N1 → N2. Additional traces prune new hypotheses due to the natural perturbation in timing of segment processing; e.g., perhaps the second user had less
friends, allowing the network segments to overlap due to
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identified ordering constraints arising from synchronization.
4.4

Figure 3: Hypothesis Refinement. This graph shows the
growth of number of hypothesized relationships as a function
of requests analyzed. As more requests are analyzed, the rate at
which new relationships are discovered and removed decreases
and eventually reaches a steady-state. The total number of relationships increases over time due to code changes and the
addition of new features.

shorter server processing time.
The Mystery Machine assumes that the natural variation in timing that arises over large numbers of traces
is sufficient to expose counterexamples for incorrect relationships. Figure 3 provides evidence supporting this
hypothesis from traces of over 1.3 million requests to
the Facebook home page gathered over 30 days. As the
number of traces analyzed increases, the observation of
new counterexamples diminishes, leaving behind only
true relationships. Note that the number of total relationships changes over time because developers are continually adding new segments to the pipeline.
4.3

Validation

To validate the causal model produced by the Mystery Machine, we confirmed several specific relationships identified by the Mystery Machine. Although we
could not validate the entire model due to its size, we did
substantial validation of two of the more intricate components: the interplay between JavaScript execution on the
client and the dependencies involved in delivering data to
the client. These components have 42 and 84 segments,
respectively, as well as 2,583 and 10,458 identified casual relationships.
We confirmed these specific relationships by examining source code, inserting assertions to confirm modelderived hypotheses, and consulting relevant subsystem
experts. For example, the system discovered the specific,
pipelined schedule according to which page content is
delivered to the client. Further, the model correctly reflects that JavaScript segments are mutually exclusive (a
known property of the JavaScript execution engine) and

Analysis

Once The Mystery Machine has produced the causal
model of segment relationships, it can perform several
types of performance analysis.
4.4.1 Critical Path
Critical path analysis is a classic technique for understanding how individual components of a parallel execution impact end-to-end latency [22, 32]. The critical path
is defined to be the set of segments for which a differential increase in segment execution time would result in
the same differential increase in end-to-end latency.
The Mystery Machine calculates the critical path on a
per-request basis. It represents all segments in a request
as a directed acyclic graph in which the segments are vertices with weight equal to the segment duration. It adds
an edge between all vertices for which the corresponding
segments have a causal relationship. Then, it performs a
transitive reduction in which all edges A → C are recursively removed if there exists a path consisting of A →
B and B → C that links the two nodes.
Finally, The Mystery Machine performs a longest-path
analysis to find the critical path from the first event in
the request (the initiation of the request) to the last event
(which is typically the termination of some JavaScript
execution). The length of the critical path is the end-toend latency of the entire request. If there are equal-length
critical paths, the first discovered path is chosen.
We illustrate the critical path calculation for the two
example requests in Step 2 of Figure 2. Each request
has a different critical path even though the dependency
graph is the same for both. The critical path of the first
request is {S1, S2, N2, C2}. Because S2 has a long duration, all dependencies for N2 and C2 have been met
before they start, leaving them on the critical path. The
critical path of the second request is {S1, N1, C1, C2}.
In this case, S2 and N2 could have longer durations and
not affect end-to-end latency because C2 must wait for
C1 to finish.
Typically, we ask The Mystery Machine to calculate
critical paths for large numbers of traces and aggregate
the results. For instance, we might ask how often a given
segment falls on the critical path or the average percentage of the critical path represented by each segment.
4.4.2 Slack
Critical path analysis is useful for determining where
to focus optimization effort; however, it does not provide any information about the importance of latency for
segments off the critical path. The Mystery Machine provides this information via slack analysis.
We define slack to be the amount by which the duration of a segment may increase without increasing the
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Figure 4: The Mystery Machine data pipeline.

end-to-end latency of the request, assuming that the duration of all other segments remains constant. By this
definition, segments on the critical path have no slack
because increasing their latency will increase the end-toend latency of the request.
To calculate the slack for a given segment, S, The
Mystery Machine calculates CPstart , the critical path
length from the first event in the request to the start of
S and CPend the critical path length from the end of S to
the last event in the request. Given the critical path length
for the entire request (CP) and the duration of segment S
(DS ), the slack for S is CP - CPstart - DS - CPend . The
Mystery Machine’s slack analysis calculates and reports
this value for every segment. As with critical path results, slack results are typically aggregated over a large
number of traces.
4.4.3

Anomaly detection

One special form of aggregation supported by The
Mystery Machine is anomaly analysis. To perform this
analysis, it first classifies requests according to end-toend latency to identify a set of outlier requests. Currently,
outliers are defined to be requests that are in the top 5%
of end-to-end latency. Then, it performs a separate aggregation of critical path or slack data for each set of
requests identified by the classifiers. Finally, it performs
a differential comparison to identify segments with proportionally greater representation in the outlier set of requests than in the non-outlier set. For instance, we have
used this analysis to identify a set of segments that correlated with high latency requests. Inspection revealed that
these segments were in fact debugging components that
had been returned in response to some user requests.
4.5

Implementation

We designed The Mystery Machine to automatically
and continuously analyze production traffic at scale over
long time periods. It is implemented as a large-scale data
processing pipeline, as depicted in Figure 4.
ÜberTrace continuously samples a small fraction of
requests for end-to-end tracing. Trace data is collected
by the Web servers handling these requests, which write
them to Scribe, Facebook’s distributed logging service.
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The trace logs are stored in tables in a large-scale data
warehousing infrastructure called Hive [30]. While
Scribe and Hive are the in-house analysis tools used at
Facebook, their use is not fundamental to our system.
The Mystery Machine runs periodic processing jobs
that read trace data from Hive and calculate or refine the
causal model based on those traces. The calculation of
the causal model is compute-intensive because the number of possible hypotheses is quadratic with the number of segments and because model refinement requires
traces of hundreds of thousands of requests. Therefore,
our implementation parallelizes this step as a Hadoop
job running on a compute cluster. Infrequently occurring testing and debugging segments are automatically
removed from the model; these follow a well-defined
naming convention that can be detected with a single regular expression. The initial calculation of the model analyzed traces of over 1.3 million requests collected over
30 days. On a Hadoop cluster, it took less than 2 hours
to derive a model from these traces.
In practice, the model must be recomputed periodically in order to detect changes in relationships. Parallelizing the computation made it feasible to recompute
the model every night as a regularly-scheduled batch job.
In addition to the three types of analysis described
above, The Mystery Machine supports on-demand user
queries by exporting results to Facebook’s in-house analytic tools, which can aggregate, pivot, and drill down
into the results. We used these tools to categorize results by browser, connection speed, and other such dimensions; we share some of this data in Section 5.
4.6

Discussion

A key characteristic of The Mystery Machine is that
it discovers dependencies automatically, which is critical because Facebook’s request processing is constantly
evolving. As described previously, The Mystery Machine
assumes a hypothesized relationship between two segments until it finds a counterexample. Over time, new
segments are added as the site evolves and new features
are added. The Mystery Machine automatically finds the
dependencies introduced by the new segments by hy-
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Figure 5: Mean End-to-End Performance Breakdown. Simply summing delay measured at each system component (“Summed
Delay”) ignores overlap and underestimates the importance of server latency relative to the actual mean critical path (“Critical
Path”).

pothesizing new possible relationships and removing relationships in which a counterexample is found. This is
shown in Figure 3 by the increase in number of total relationships over time. To account for segments that are
eliminated and invariants that are added, one can simply
run a new Hadoop job to generate the model over a different time window of traces.
Excluding new segments, the rate at which new relationships are added levels off. The rate at which relationships are removed due to counterexamples also levels off.
Thus, the model converges on a set of true dependencies.
The Mystery Machine relies on ÜberTrace for complete log messages. Log messages, however, may be
missing for two reasons: the component does no logging
at all for a segment of its execution or the component
logs messages for some requests but not others. In the
first case, The Mystery Machine cannot identify causal
relationships involving the unlogged segment, but causal
relationships among all other segments will be identified
correctly. When a segment is missing, the model overestimates the concurrency in the system, which would
affect the critical path/slack analysis if the true critical
path includes the unlogged segment. In the second case,
The Mystery Machine would require more traces in order to discover counterexamples. This is equivalent to
changing the sampling frequency.

5

Results

We demonstrate the utility of The Mystery Machine
with two case studies. First, we demonstrate its use for
aggregate performance characterization. We study live
traffic, stratifying the data to identify factors that influence which system components contribute to the critical
path. We find that the critical path can shift between three
major components (servers, network, and client) and that

these shifts correlate with the client type and network
connection quality.
This variation suggests one possible performance optimization for Facebook servers: provide differentiated
service by prioritizing service for connections where the
server has no slack while deprioritizing those where network and client latency will likely dominate. Our second
case study demonstrates how the natural variance across
a large trace set enables testing of such performance hypotheses without expensive modifications to the system
under observation. Since an implementation that provided differential services would require large-scale effort to thread through hundreds of server components, we
use our dataset to first determine whether such an optimization is likely to be successful. We find that slack, as
detected by The Mystery Machine, indeed indicates that
slower server processing time minimally impacts end-toend latency. We also find that slack tends to remain stable
for a particular user across multiple Facebook sessions,
so the observed slack of past connections can be used to
predict the slack of the current connection.
5.1

Characterizing End-to-End Performance

In our first case study, we characterize the end-toend performance critical path of Web accesses to the
home.php Facebook endpoint. The Mystery Machine analyzes traces of over 1.3 million Web accesses collected
over 30 days in July and August 2013.
Importance of critical path analysis. Figure 5
shows mean time breakdowns over the entire trace
dataset. The breakdown is shown in absolute time in the
left graph, and as a percent of total time on the right. We
assign segments to one of five categories: Server for segments on a Facebook Web server or any internal service
accessed from the Web server over RPC, Network for
segments in which data traverses the network, DOM for
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(a) Server

(b) Network

(c) Client

Figure 6: Cumulative distribution of the fraction of the critical path attributable to server, network, and client portions

browser segments that parse the document object model,
CSS for segments processing cascading style sheets, and
JavaScript for JavaScript segments. Each graph includes
two bars: one showing the stacked sum of total processing time in each component ignoring all concurrency
(“Summed Delay”) and the other the critical path as identified by The Mystery Machine (“Critical Path”).
On average, network delays account for the largest
fraction of the critical path, but client and server processing are both significant. JavaScript execution remains a major bottleneck in current Web browsers, particularly since the JavaScript execution model admits little concurrency. The comparison of the total delay and
critical path bars reveals the importance of The Mystery
Machine—by examining only the total latency breakdown (e.g., if an engineer were profiling only one system component), one might overestimate the importance
of network latency and JavaScript processing on end-toend performance. In fact, the server and other client processing segments are frequently critical, and the overall
critical path is relatively balanced across server, client,
and network.
High variance in the critical path. Although analyzing the average case is instructive, it grossly oversimplifies the performance picture for the home.php endpoint.
There are massive sources of latency variance over the
population of requests, including the performance of the
client device, the size of the user’s friend list, the kind of
network connection, server load, Memcache misses, etc.
Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution of the fraction of the critical path attributable to server, network,
and client segments over all requests. The key revelation of these distributions is that the critical path shifts
drastically across requests—any of the three components
can dominate delay, accounting for more than half of the
critical path in a non-negligible fraction of requests.
Variance is greatest in the contribution of the network
to the critical path, as evidenced by the fact that its CDF
has the least curvature. It is not surprising that network
delays vary so greatly since the trace data set includes accesses to Facebook over all sorts of networks, from high-
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speed broadband to cellular networks and even some
dial-up connections. Client processing always accounts
for at least 20% of the critical path. After content delivery, there is a global barrier in the browser before the
JavaScript engine begins running the executable components of the page, hence, JavaScript execution is a factor
in performance measurement. However, the client rarely
accounts for more than 40% of the critical path. It is unusual for the server to account for less than 20% of the
critical path because the initial request processing before
the server begins to transmit any data is always critical.
Noticing this high variance in the critical path was very
valuable to us because it triggered the idea of differentiated services that we explore in Section 5.2.
Stratification by connection type. We first consider
stratifying by the type of network over which a user connects to Facebook’s system, as it is clear one would expect network latency to differ, for example, between cable modem and wireless connections. Facebook’s edge
load balancing system tags each incoming request with
a network type. These tags are derived from the network type recorded in the Autonomous System Number
database for the Internet service provider responsible for
the originating IP address. Figure 7 illustrates the critical path breakdown, in absolute time, for the four largest
connection type categories. Each bar is annotated with
the fraction of all requests that fall within that connection type (only a subset of connection types are shown,
so the percentages do not sum to 100%).
Perhaps unsurprisingly, these coarse network type
classifications correlate only loosely to the actual performance of the network connection. Mobile connections show a higher average network critical path than
the other displayed connection types, but the data is otherwise inconclusive. We conclude that the network type
reported by the ASN is not very helpful for making performance predictions.
Stratification by client platform. The client platform is included in the HTTP headers transmitted by the
browser along with each request, and is therefore also
available at the beginning of request processing. The
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Figure 7: Critical path breakdowns stratified by browser, platform, connection type, and computed bandwidth

client operating system is a hint to the kind of client device, which in turn may suggest relative client performance. Figure 7 shows a critical path breakdown for the
five most common client platforms in our traces, again
annotated with the fraction of requests represented by the
bar. Note that we are considering only Web browser requests, so requests initiated by Facebook cell phone apps
are not included. The most striking feature of the graph
is that Mac OS X users (a small minority of Facebook
connections at only 7.1%) tend to connect to Facebook
from faster networks than Windows users. We also see
that the bulk of connecting Windows users still run Windows 7, and many installations of Windows XP remain
deployed. Client processing time has improved markedly
over the various generations of Windows. Nevertheless,
the breakdowns are all quite similar, and we again find
insufficient predictive power for differentiating service
time by platform.
Stratification by browser. The browser type is also
indicated in the HTTP headers transmitted with a request. In Figure 7, we see critical paths for the four most
popular browsers. Safari is an outlier, but this category is
strongly correlated with the Mac OS X category. Chrome
appears to offer slightly better JavaScript performance
than the other browsers.
Stratification by measured network bandwidth.
All of the preceding stratifications only loosely correlate to performance—ASN is a poor indication of network connection quality, and browser and OS do not
provide a reliable indication of client performance. We
provide one more example stratification where we subdivide the population of requests into five categories directly from the measured network bandwidth, which can
be deduced from our traces based on network time and

Figure 8: Slack CDF for Last Data Item. Nearly 20% of
traces exhibit considerable slack—over 2 s—for the server segment that generates the last pagelet transmitted to the client.
Conversely, nearly 20% of traces exhibit little (< 250 ms) slack.

bytes transmitted. Each of the categories are equally
sized to represent 20% of requests, sorted by increasing bandwidth (p80 is the quintile with the highest observed bandwidth). As one would expect, network critical path is strongly correlated to measured network
bandwidth. Higher bandwidth connections also tend
to come from more capable clients; low-performance
clients (e.g., smart phones) often connect over poor networks (3G and Edge networks).
5.2

Differentiated Service using Slack

Our second case study uses The Mystery Machine
to perform early exploration of a potential performance
optimization—differentiated service—without undertaking the expense of implementing the optimization.
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Figure 9: Server vs. End-to-end Latency. For the traces with slack below 25ms (left graph), there is strong correlation (clustering
near y = x) between server and end-to-end latency. The correlation is much weaker (wide dispersal above y = x) for the traces with
slack above 2.5s (right graph).

The characterization in the preceding section reveals
that there is enormous variation in the relative importance of client, server, and network performance over
the population of Facebook requests. For some requests,
server segments form the bulk of the critical path. For
these requests, any increase in server latency will result
in a commensurate increase in end-to-end latency and a
worse user experience. However, after the initial critical
segment, many connections are limited by the speed at
which data can be delivered over the network or rendered
by the client. For these connections, server execution can
be delayed to produce data as needed, rather than as soon
as possible, without affecting the critical path or the endto-end request latency.
We use The Mystery Machine to directly measure the
slack in server processing time available in our trace
dataset. For simplicity of explanation, we will use the
generic term “slack” in this section to refer to the slack
in server processing time only, excluding slack available
in any other types of segments.
Figure 8 shows the cumulative distribution of slack
for the last data item sent by the server to the client.
The graph is annotated with a vertical line at 500 ms of
slack. For the purposes of this analysis, we have selected
500 ms as a reasonable cut-off between connections for
which service should be provided with best effort (<
500 ms slack), and connections for which service can be
deprioritized (> 500 ms). However, in practice, the best
cut-off will depend on the implementation mechanism
used to deprioritize service. More than 60% of all connections exhibit more than 500 ms of slack, indicating
substantial opportunity to defer server processing. We
find that slack typically increases monotonically during
server processing as data items are sent to the client during a request. Thus, we conclude that slack is best consumed equally as several segments execute, as opposed
to consuming all slack at the start or end of processing.
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Validating Slack Estimates It is difficult to directly
validate The Mystery Machine’s slack estimates, as we
can only compute slack once a request has been fully
processed. Hence, we cannot retrospectively delay server
segments to consume the slack and confirm that the endto-end latency is unchanged. Such an experiment is difficult even under highly controlled circumstances, since
it would require precisely reproducing the conditions of
a request over and over while selectively delaying only a
few server segments.
Instead, we turn again to the vastness of our trace data
set and the natural variance therein to confirm that slack
estimates hold predictive power. Intuitively, small slack
implies that server latency is strongly correlated to endto-end latency; indeed, with a slack of zero we expect any
increase in server latency to delay end-to-end latency by
the same amount. Conversely, when slack is large, we
expect little correlation between server latency and endto-end latency; increases in server latency are largely hidden by other concurrent delays. We validate our notion
of slack by directly measuring the correlation of server
and end-to-end latency.
Figure 9 provides an intuitive view of the relationship
for which we are testing. Each graph is a heat map of
server generation time vs. end-to-end latency. The left
graph includes only requests with the lowest measured
slack, below 25 ms. There are slightly over 115,000 such
requests in this data set. For these requests, we expect
a strong correlation between server time and end-to-end
time. We find that this subset of requests is tightly clustered just above the y = x (indicated by the line in the
figure), indicating a strong correlation. The right figure includes roughly 100,000 requests with the greatest
slack (above 2500 ms). For these, we expect no particular relationship between server time and end-to-end time
(except that end-to-end time must be at least as large as
slack, since this is an invariant of request processing).
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Figure 10: Server–End-to-end Latency Correlation vs.
Slack. As reported slack increases, the correlation between
total server processing time and end-to-end latency weakens,
since a growing fraction of server segments are non-critical.

Figure 11: Historical Slack as Classifier. The clustering
around the line y = x shows that slack is relatively stable over
time. The history-based classifier is correct 83% of the time. A
type I error is a false positive, reporting slack as available when
it is not. A type II error is a false negative.

Indeed, we find the requests dispersed in a large cloud
above y = x, with no correlation visually apparent.
We provide a more rigorous validation of the slack
estimate in Figure 10. Here, we show the correlation
coefficient between server time and end-to-end time for
equally sized buckets of requests sorted by increasing
slack. Each block in the graph corresponds to 5% of
our sample, or roughly 57,000 requests (buckets are
not equally spaced since the slack distribution is heavytailed). As expected, the correlation coefficient between
server and end-to-end latency is quite high, nearly 0.8,
when slack is low. It drops to 0.2 for the requests with
the largest slack.
Predicting Slack. We have found that slack is predictive of the degree to which server latency impacts endto-end latency. However, The Mystery Machine can discover slack only through a retrospective analysis. To be
useful in a deployed system, we must predict the availability or lack of slack for a particular connection as
server processing begins.
One mechanism to predict slack is to recall the slack a
particular user experienced in a prior connection to Facebook. Previous slack was found to be more useful in
predicting future slack than any other feature we studied. Most users connect to Facebook using the same device and over the same network connection repeatedly.
Hence, their client and network performance are likely
to remain stable over time. The user id is included as
part of the request, and slack could be easily associated
with the user id via a persistent cookie or by storing the
most recent slack estimate in Memcache [20].
We test the hypothesis that slack remains stable over
time by finding all instances within our trace dataset
where we have multiple requests associated with the

same user id. Since the request sampling rate is exceedingly low, and the active user population is so large,
selecting the same user for tracing more than once is a
relatively rare event. Nevertheless, again because of the
massive volume of traces collected over the course of 30
days of sampling, we have traced more than 1000 repeat
users. We test a simple classifier that predicts a user will
experience a slack greater than 500 ms if the slack on
their most recent preceding connection was also greater
than 500 ms. Figure 11 illustrates the result. The graph
shows a scatter plot of the first slack and second slack
in each pair; the line at y = x indicates slack was identical between the two connections. Our simple historybased classifier predicts the presence or absence of slack
correctly 83% of the time. The shaded regions of the
graph indicate cases where we have misclassified a connection. A type I error indicates a prediction that there is
slack available for a connection when in fact server performance turns out to be critical–8% of requests fall in
this category. Conversely, a type II error indicates a prediction that a connection will not have slack when in fact
it does, and represents a missed opportunity to throttle
service—9% of requests fall in this category.
Note that achieving these results does not require frequent sampling. The repeated accesses we study are often several weeks separated in time, and, of course, it is
likely that there have been many intervening unsampled
requests by the same user. Sampling each user once every few weeks would therefore be sufficient.
Potential Impact. We have shown that a potential
performance optimization would be to offer differentiated service based on the predicted amount of slack available per connection. Deciding which connections to service is equivalent to real-time scheduling with deadlines.
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By using predicted slack as a scheduling deadline, we
can improve average response time in a manner similar to the earliest deadline first real-time scheduling algorithm. Connections with considerable slack can be
given a lower priority without affecting end-to-end latency. However, connections with little slack should see
an improvement in end-to-end latency because they are
given scheduling priority. Therefore, average latency
should improve. We have also shown that prior slack values are a good predictor of future slack. When new connections are received, historical values can be retrieved
and used in scheduling decisions. Since calculating slack
is much less complex than servicing the actual Facebook
request, it should be feasible to recalculate the slack for
each user approximately once per month.

6

Related Work

Critical path analysis is an intuitive technique for understanding the performance of systems with concurrent
activity. It has been applied in a wide variety of areas
such as processor design [26], distributed systems [5],
and Internet and mobile applications [22, 32].
Deriving the critical path requires knowing causal
dependencies between components throughout the entire end-to-end system. A model of causal dependencies can be derived from comprehensively instrumenting
all middleware for communication, scheduling, and/or
synchronization to record component interactions [1, 3,
9, 13, 15, 18, 22, 24, 28]. In contrast to these prior
systems, The Mystery Machine is targeted at environments where adding comprehensive new instrumentation
to an existing system would be too time-consuming due
to heterogeneity (e.g., at Facebook, there a great number of scheduling, communication, and synchronization
schemes used during end-to-end request processing) and
deployment feasibility (e.g., it is not feasible to add new
instrumentation to client machines or third-party Web
browser code). Instead, The Mystery Machine extracts
a causal model from already-existing log messages, relying only a minimal schema for such messages.
Sherlock [4] also uses a “big data” approach to build
a causal model. However, it relies on detailed packet
traces, not log messages. Packet traces would not serve
our purpose: it is infeasible to collect them on user
clients, and they reveal nothing about the interaction
of software components that run on the same computer
(e.g., JavaScript), which is a major focus of our work.
Observing a packet sent between A and B inherently implies some causal relationship, while The Mystery Machine must infer such relationships by observing if the
order of log messages from A and B obey a hypothesized invariant. Hence, Sherlock’s algorithm is fundamentally different: it reasons based on temporal locality and infers probabilistic relationships; in contrast, The
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Mystery Machine uses only message order to derive invariants (though timings are used for critical path and
slack analysis).
The lprof tool [36] also analyzes log messages to reconstruct the ordering of logged events in a request. It
supplements logs with static analysis to discover dependencies between log points and uses those dependencies
to differentiate events among requests. Since static analysis is difficult to scale to heterogeneous production environments, The Mystery Machine used some manual modifications to map events to traces and leverages a large
sample size and natural variation in ordering to infer
causal dependencies between events in a request.
In other domains, hypothesizing likely invariants
and eliminating those contradicted by observations has
proven to be a successful technique. For instance, likely
invariants have been used for fault localization [25] and
diagnosing software errors [12, 21]. The Mystery Machine applies this technique to a new domain.
Many other systems have looked at the notion of critical path in Web services. WebProphet [17] infers Web
object dependencies by injecting delays into the loading of Web objects to deduce the true dependencies between Web objects. The Mystery Machine instead leverages a large sample size and the natural variation of timings to infer the causal dependencies between segments.
WProf [32] modifies the browser to learn browser page
load dependencies. It also injects delays and uses a series
of test pages to learn the dependencies and applies a critical path analysis. The Mystery Machine looks at end-toend latency from the server to the client. It automatically
deduces a dependency model by analyzing a large set of
requests. Google Pagespeed Insight [14] profiles a page
load and reports its best estimate of the critical path from
the client’s perspective. The Mystery Machine traces a
Web request from the server through the client, enabling
it to deduce the end-to-end critical path.
Chen et al. [11] analyzed end-to-end latency of a
search service. They also analyzed variation along the
server, network, and client components. The Mystery
Machine analyzes end-to-end latency using critical path
analysis, which allows for attributing latency to specific
components and performing slack analysis.
Many other systems have looked at automatically
discovering service dependencies in distributed systems
by analyzing network traffic. Orion [10] passively observes network packets and relies on discovering service
dependencies by correlating spikes in network delays.
The Mystery Machine uses a minimum common content tracing infrastructure finds counterexamples to disprove causal relationship dependencies. WISE [29] answers ”what-if” questions in CDN configuration. It uses
machine learning techniques to derive important features
that affect user response time and uses correlation to de-
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rive dependencies between these features. Butkiewicz et
al. [8] measured which network and client features best
predicted Web page load times across thousands of websites. They produced a predictive model from these features across a diverse set of Web pages. The Mystery
Machine aims to characterize the end-to-end latency in a
single complex Web service with a heterogeneous client
base and server environment.
The technique of using logs for analysis has been applied to error diagnosis [2, 34, 33] and debugging performance issues [19, 27].

7

Conclusion

It is challenging to understand an end-to-end request
in a highly-concurrent, large-scale distributed system.
Analyzing performance requires a causal model of the
system, which The Mystery Machine produces from observations of component logs. The Mystery Machine uses
a large number of observed request traces in order to validate hypotheses about causal relationships.
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